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ABSTRACT
Many people share online accounts, even in situations where
high privacy and security are expected. Naturally, the sharing
of these accounts does not endure forever. This paper reports
the privacy and security challenges that people experience
when they stop online account sharing. We conducted semi-
structured interviews with 25 participants who stopped sharing
at least one online account in the 12 months preceding the
study. Our results suggest that users experience cognitive and
psychosocial burdens when ending account sharing. We offer
suggestions for how to improve the design of online accounts
to support users better when they end account sharing.

Author Keywords
Online shared accounts; Usable security and privacy

CCS Concepts
•Security and privacy→ Social aspects of security and pri-
vacy; Usability in security and privacy; •Human-centered
computing→ User studies; Human computer interaction
(HCI);

INTRODUCTION
Sharing online accounts has become a prevalent practice
among social groups and individuals. In the US alone, 54% of
Americans share accounts, with 41% sharing online shopping
accounts (e.g., Amazon Prime), and 75% sharing streaming
accounts (e.g., Netflix, Hulu) [6, 24]. A recent discussion via
Twitter among the members of the UK’s Parliament shows
that sharing accounts is a common practice [23], even when a
high level of information security is expected [37, 41].

However, privacy and security issues arise when account shar-
ing ends, especially when the account was never designed to
be shared in the first place. Online accounts are not always
designed to effectively facilitate the ending of sharing between
users [9, 25, 35].

While previous work focuses on why people share ac-
counts [33, 40] and how they begin the sharing process [25,
33], we investigated the factors that complicate the ending
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of online account sharing in various types of interpersonal
relationships by asking:

• RQ1: What are the security and privacy challenges people
encounter in ending sharing of online accounts?

• RQ2: How can systems be designed to address these chal-
lenges and protect users’ security and privacy when account
sharing ends?

Answering these questions can provide insight into how ac-
counts can be designed to better support users in ending ac-
count sharing, thereby improving the user experience and
safeguarding users’ personal information.

For the sake of clarity, we grouped online accounts into the
following categories:

Accounts designed for sharing (DS) are accounts that offer
multi-user membership plans. Examples include Netflix,
Amazon Household, and Spotify Premium Family accounts.
Although these services also provide single-user plans, we
will use “DS accounts” or “multi-user accounts” to only
refer to the multi-user plans.

Accounts not designed for sharing (NDS) are accounts that
are intended for only one user. Examples include What-
sApp, Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn accounts. We
also include the single-user versions of DS accounts in
this category. We’ll use “NDS accounts” or “single-user
accounts” to refer to such accounts.

Additionally, we define interpersonal relationships as “close
association between individuals who share common interests
and goals [20].” Examples of these types of relationships
include friendship, family, business, or romantic relationships.

We addressed our research questions through conducting semi-
structured interviews (N = 25) with those participants who
had shared at least one account in the 12 months preceding
the study. Participants had various types of interpersonal re-
lationships with those who they shared accounts with. The
interviews focused on the accounts, why and how the sharing
began and ended, and what made the process difficult. We
analyzed data using thematic analysis [19].

Our study has three major contributions. First, we discover
reasonable but unsupported sharing use cases for some NDS
accounts. Participants were torn between attempting to satisfy
their appropriate need for sharing and maintaining their secu-
rity and privacy. Our results suggest that companies offering
such NDS accounts should consider supporting these use cases.
Second is the finding that participants’ privacy and security
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were more at risk when they stopped sharing NDS accounts
because the accounts were never designed for sharing. As
part of this contribution, we offer specific recommendations
for designing these accounts to allow sharing between users
without users having to share account passwords. Third, we
identify negative impacts of ending the sharing of DS and
NDS accounts on users, and group them into cognitive and
psychosocial impacts.

Examples of cognitive impacts are remembering the people
with whom accounts are shared, changing passwords, and
remembering the accounts across which participants reused
passwords. Examples of psychosocial impacts are the un-
certainty about whether the sharing ended successfully, the
frustration of losing personal content, and the fear of the ac-
count being hijacked by the secondary user. Identifying these
challenges is important for reducing the cognitive and psy-
chosocial burden of ending account sharing, as well as for
reducing corresponding security and privacy risks. We suggest
recommendations (and discuss their benefits) for improving
the design of online accounts to address the identified chal-
lenges. Our contributions provide insight into the burden of
ending online account sharing and add new considerations to
the many that already exist when considering account privacy
and security.

RELATED WORK

Account Sharing
Several studies have focused on account sharing and the rea-
sons behind it. Egelman et al. [11] conducted a survey of
households that made use of the Windows operating system
on their home computers. The study aimed to find out whether
participants shared single-user accounts on their computers
and how sharing occurred. The result of the study was a rec-
ommendation to provide family accounts on home computers
to aid account sharing. A more recent study by Matthews et
al. [33] investigated why people share accounts and household
devices. Using an inventory survey and a 21-day diary study,
the authors discovered 6 types of sharing that are related to the
reasons people share accounts: borrowing, mutual use, setup
purposes, helping other users, broadcasting, and accidental.

Sharing accounts in the context of romantic relationships
has received special attention from the academic community.
Singh et al. [49] were among the first to study why couples
share accounts. The authors carried out open-ended interviews,
group interviews, and focus groups during three months with
married and de facto couples. They found that people share
accounts as a sign of trust, as a key to survival, and because
they had no option (e.g., couples with disabilities). More re-
cently, Jacobs et al. [25] conducted interviews and an 8-day
diary study that confirmed the results of previous studies and
identified additional reasons for account sharing in romantic
relationships, which were the maintenance of the relationship,
and to promote intimacy. The aim of another recent study by
Park et al. [40] was to understand the account sharing behav-
iors of people in romantic relationships. Through a survey
on Amazon Mechanical Turk, the authors found that couples
share accounts to meet goals such as convenience, household
maintenance, trust, and relationship maintenance. However,

some participants were actively hiding the existence of certain
accounts from their partners. Park et al. also suggested de-
sign recommendations for better supporting three relationship
stages: the start, maintenance, and the end.

Studies of technology in the context of intimate partner abuse
(IPA) have described common situations in which abusers co-
ercively access survivors’ accounts, and survivors attempt to
end this coercive access [14, 15, 34]. Even though some of the
account mechanics described in our study with general users
may overlap with this prior work, IPA situations are different
in that they involve coercive account access and different (po-
tentially severe) consequences for survivors. Multiple studies
of how technology affects IPA [14, 15, 34] have described how
abusers leveraged coercive control of survivors’ accounts and
shared household accounts to abuse survivors. For example,
an abuser may use coercive access to a survivor’s accounts to
reset passwords and lock the survivor out, to impersonate the
survivor to damage their reputation and relationships, or to
surveil the survivor. It should be noted that our study does not
explore account ending in the context of abusive situations.

Our research builds on prior work. We expand the scope
of investigation with general users by studying the end of
account sharing in the context of a variety of interpersonal
relationship types, such as friendship, business, school, and
acquaintanceship. We also explore how technology supports
this process and what can be done to improve support.

Ending Account Sharing
Several studies focused on how digital possessions are man-
aged after breakups. Quan-Haase et al. [43] studied the coping
strategies employed by young adults (10 unmarried partic-
ipants) on Facebook after a romantic breakup. The results
indicate that participants remained digitally entangled. For ex-
ample, because Facebook shows interactions between friends
and non-friends, it was possible for participants to continue
to learn about their ex-partners’ activities, even though they
no longer wanted such information. Sas et al., [46] studied
how users keep or dispose of their digital possessions after a
romantic breakup. The authors conducted semi-structured in-
terviews with 24 students and identified three roles that people
take in disposing of their digital possessions: deleters, keepers,
and selective disposers.

Researchers from the University of Dundee also studied
how users manage their digital possessions after a roman-
tic breakup, with the goal of informing the design of systems
aimed at helping people disentangle digitally [22, 35]. The
digital possessions studied included videos, chat logs, login
details, shared accounts, social media posts, and text messages.
The study was carried out with 13 participants. The authors
found that after the romantic relationship ended, the role of
digital possessions changed, as the possessions now acted as
a proof that the relationship existed and was over. Partici-
pants managed their digital possessions by hiding, deleting, or
abandoning their possessions, and in some cases, letting the
possessions fall into disuse.

Our study differs from prior research in two major ways. First,
we focus on the end of online shared accounts and we consider
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different age groups and types of interpersonal relationships.
While Sas et al. [46] studied what users do with their digital
possessions, we go further to identify the specific security
and privacy challenges that users face when managing one
type of digital possession — an online shared account. No
previous studies have focused their investigation on these chal-
lenges. Second, we discuss how systems can be designed to
support users during the ending of the sharing of accounts
while considering users’ security and privacy issues.

METHODOLOGY

Data Collection
We recruited participants by advertising on Facebook and on
UBC’s paid participants study list. Potential participants filled
out an eligibility survey. To be eligible to take part in the study,
participants had to be 19 years old or above. Participants had
to have stopped sharing at least one account within the last
12 months or be in the process of ending the sharing of an
account. We chose to recruit people who were also in the
process of ending account sharing to understand any current
challenges they might be facing.

We piloted our study procedure with two participants. In the
first pilot study, we asked the participant what account she
had stopped sharing. We realized that the participant had diffi-
culties remembering most of the accounts she ended sharing.
The participant remembered some shared accounts only when
the researcher gave examples of commonly shared accounts.
Based on this result, we decided to present participants with a
list of accounts grouped and categorized by Park et al. [40], to
help participants remember their shared accounts. We piloted
this approach with a second participant, and we discovered
that the participant remembered previously shared accounts
easily. We therefore decided to use this approach for the main
study. Apart from this change, all other procedures in the pilot
interviews were the same as those used in the main study.

After adjusting the study design based on the outcomes of the
pilots, we recruited participants for the main study. We carried
out semi-structured individual interviews with all recruited
participants to allow participants to express their thoughts in
their own way and add information as they saw fit, without
the restriction of a structured interview [8]. We conducted
in-person or video interviews based on the participant’s prefer-
ence. In-person interviews were conducted in a quiet meeting
room on UBC campus, while video calls were conducted via
Skype. Participants interviewed in person were compensated
with $20, sent via e-transfer to those participants whom we in-
terviewed via video call. We conducted 11 interview sessions
via Skype video, with the rest (14) in person. Data collection
was done from December 2018 to February 2019. The re-
search was approved by the UBC Behavioural Research Ethics
Board (ID: H18-03521) before any data collection took place.

Interview Procedure
We proceeded with the interviews after participants gave in-
formed consent to participate in the study. During each inter-
view, we explained the meaning of shared accounts, giving
examples of such accounts. We avoided priming the partic-
ipants by stating that shared accounts were simply accounts

used by the participants and other users. Participants were told
that the aim of the study was to understand their experiences
using shared accounts.

Participants were then asked to identify the accounts they
were sharing or had shared with someone. To help participants
remember their shared accounts, we presented them with a list
of accounts grouped and categorized by Park et al. [40]. This
list itemized most online shared accounts at the time, but we
explained to participants that the account list was only a guide.
As they identified other accounts that did not appear on the
list, they were free to tell us about them (and some did).

After participants identified their shared accounts, we asked
them which accounts they were currently sharing and which
ones they had stopped sharing. Then we asked participants
to give more information about the accounts that they had
stopped sharing. We also asked questions about the use of
passwords on their accounts. Afterward, we asked for demo-
graphic information and compensated the participants. One
or two researchers took part in each interview session. All
interview sessions were audio recorded.

Data Analysis
Two researchers transcribed and coded more than 16 hours
of recorded interview sessions, each an average of 40 min-
utes long. Interviews were analyzed using thematic analy-
sis [19], a “set of procedures designed to identify and examine
themes from textual data in a way that is transparent and cred-
ible [18].” We followed the data analysis steps outlined by
Guest et al. [18]. Two researchers segmented and coded the
transcribed interviews into categories, types, and relationships
to develop the codebook. Afterward, the researchers identified
the themes that emerged from the data. We conducted data
analysis concurrently with the collection and reached theoreti-
cal saturation after 23 interviews, as no new codes emerged
from the last two data collection sessions. Our supplementary
material includes a saturation graph depicting the total number
of codes after each interview.

To calculate inter-coder reliability, we used the percentage
agreement metric described by Graham, Milanowski, and
Miller [16]. The calculated agreement was above 90%, which
indicates high agreement. In addition, three researchers en-
gaged in a code and theme sorting exercise to come to a con-
sensus on the identified themes.

Participants
We recruited 25 participants (16 women and 9 men), aged 19
to 45 years (the mean and median were 27). Table 1 provides
the detailed demographics of the participants. All participants
had stopped sharing at least one previously shared account.

RESULTS
Our results suggest that negative impacts accompany the end-
ing of account sharing, and we group them into two categories:
cognitive and psychosocial. We define cognitive burden as
the mental effort involved in ending account sharing and psy-
chosocial burden as the emotional and social cost of ending
account sharing. Although we divided these negative impacts
into these two categories, it should be noted that cognitive
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ID Age Gender Educational Level Occupation Ended Sharing Ended Sharing With
P1 21 W Bachelor’s (Ongoing) Student Netflix (s) Friends
P2 32 M Master’s Teacher in High School Netflix (p) Ex-girlfriend

Telus (p) Father
LinkedIn (p) Friends
LinkedIn (p) Professionals
Skype (p) Friends
Gmail (p) Friends

P3 45 M Master’s Information Technology Amazon (j) Partner
Fantasy League Game (p) Colleague

P4 27 M Master’s (Ongoing) Master’s Student Netflix (p) Friend
Netflix (p) Wife

P5 25 M Bachelor’s Finance Clerk Email Account (p) Employer
Bank Account (s) Father
Amazon (p) Mother

P6 28 M Diploma Circus Artist Instructor Bank Account (s) Parents
Online Calendar (s) Colleague

P7 31 M Master’s Research Assistant Amazon (p) Wife
Amazon (s) Friend

P8 23 W Bachelor’s Tutor Netflix (s) Boyfriend
OkCupid (p) Ex-boyfriend

P9 29 W Bachelor’s Administrative Assistant Netflix (s) Boyfriend
Apple (p) Family

P10 29 W Bachelor’s Tutor Amazon (s) Father
P11 29 W Master’s PhD Student WeChat (s) Sister

Gmail (s) Sister
Sephora (p) Friend
Game Account (p) Friend
Apple (p) Family
Baidu (p) Sister

P12 30 W Master’s Human Resource Specialist Bank Account (p) Parents
Netflix (p) Parents
Gmail (p) Ex-boyfriend
Facebook (p) Friend

P13 27 W Bachelor’s Unemployed League of Legends (p) Brother
League of Legends (p) Ex-boyfriend
Netflix (p) Brother
Booking.com (p) Friend

P14 20 W Bachelor’s Student Amazon (p) Brother
Facebook (p) Ex-boyfriend
Gmail (p) Classmates
Craigslist (s) Roommates
Netflix (s) Family
Soundcloud (s) Ex-boyfriend
Xbox (s) Brother
Dropbox (s) Friends

P15 22 M Bachelor’s (Ongoing) Student Bank Account (s) Parents
iTunes (p) Father
Spotify (p) Sister
Dropbox (s) Colleagues

P16 24 M Bachelor’s General Manager Bank Account (p) Ex-girlfriend
Facebook (p) Ex-girlfriend
Yahoo (p) Ex-girlfriend
Gmail (p) Friend

P17 23 W Bachelor’s Admin in Insurance Netflix (s) Boyfriend
New York Times (p) Friend
Bank Account (p) Parents

P18 25 W Bachelor’s Respiratory Therapist Bank Account (s) Mother
Nextopia (p) Friend
Facebook (s) Friend
Instagram (s) Friend
Netflix (s) Friend

P19 21 W Bachelor’s (Ongoing) Student Bank Account (p) Brother
Netflix (p) Friend

P20 19 W Bachelor’s (Ongoing) Student Bank Account (s) Mother
Tumblr (p) Ex-boyfriend
Snapchat (p) Ex-boyfriend
Amazon (s) Ex-boyfriend’s Friend
Netflix (s) Ex-boyfriend
Uber Eats (s) Ex-boyfriend
Office365 (p) Ex-boyfriend

P21 36 W Bachelor’s Office Admin Netflix (s) Husband
P22 20 W Bachelor’s Student and Sales Personnel Google Drive (s) Ex-boyfriend
P23 32 W Bachelor’s Secretary Facebook (p) Friend
P24 42 M Master’s Model and Writer Netflix (p) Ex-partner

Bank Account (p) Ex-partner
iTunes (p) Sister

P25 23 W College (Ongoing) Student and Part-Time in Insurance Netflix (s) Boyfriend
Bank Account (s) Mother

Table 1. Detailed demographics of participants. P, S, and J represent primary, secondary, and joint users respectively.
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and psychosocial burdens are linked together. All cognitive
burdens come with an indirect psychosocial cost, and they
often tax users in the form of frustration. We discuss these
categories of burden below.

In the rest of the paper, we refer to each participant using
the suffixes “P,”“S,” and “J” along with their ID, to indicate
whether the participant was a primary, secondary, or joint
user of the shared account. A primary user is the owner of
the shared account. A secondary user is not an owner of the
account, but shares it with the primary user. Joint users both
own the shared account with the intent to have equal rights
and privileges.

Cognitive Burden
Remembering secondary users. Our participants found it
challenging to remember the people with whom specific ac-
counts were shared. Sometimes participants forgot that they
shared a particular account. As a result, they forgot to end the
sharing of that account, even after the sharing was no longer
desired. For example, it was during our interview that P20-P
remembered that, apart from her mother, she still shared her
Microsoft Office 365 account with her ex-boyfriend: “Oh my
gosh. I still share [my Microsoft 365 account] with my ex!”
She didn’t want to continue sharing the account; however,
she had forgotten that the account was still shared. Similarly,
P22-S, who tagged herself as a “self-imposed” secondary user,
also described a scenario where the primary user forgot to log
out: “... it was [during] a movie night [with people from a
school club] and I was the one who brought the laptop but I
don’t have [a] Netflix account. So [an acquaintance] logged
in with my laptop and then she forgot to sign out, so I’ve been
taking advantage of [the account] [laughs].” P22-S has been
using the Netflix account for about 18 months.

Changing passwords. Password changes were described as
both useful to end account sharing, but also problematic in the
cognitive burden they introduced. P20-S described the value
of password changes in a story about her boyfriend’s Netflix
account that was shared with multiple people: “At least 9
people [used his Netflix account] because there were about 5
profiles and then I think each of them has their own people they
were sharing it with. [My boyfriend at the time] had to change
his password a lot because there were too many people logged
in at [once] ... Whoever he shared it with shared it with other
people. So if he wants to watch [Netflix] he couldn’t, because
there were too many people on it, so he would change his
password. [That] would log everyone out and then he would
be able to watch it and then [he would] share the password
and just repeat that cycle.”

When sharing ends, changing passwords can be a tedious
process. P2-P, for example, shared his LinkedIn account mul-
tiple times with his friends and paid professionals because he
needed help in making his account look professional. How-
ever, every time he shared his LinkedIn account, he had to
change his password after his friends (or professionals) fin-
ished editing his account content. P2-P commented on the
burden of having to change his passwords multiple times: “...
it’s annoying [to change passwords] because I do forget [the
new password] ... I’ve had that problem a few times before

where I’ve lost track of my passwords and answered some
[security] questions [or] ... go through the security feature
where they email me [on some other platform] just to verify
that it is me.”

To avoid the cognitive burden of changing passwords, some-
times participants would request that the secondary user(s)
stop logging into the account. P8 illustrated this while describ-
ing an incident between her boyfriend (secondary user) and
his ex-girlfriend (primary user): “I happened to be calling [my
boyfriend, and he said] ... ‘I just got a text from my ex saying,

“Can you log out of the Netflix account?”’ [My boyfriend’s
ex] was also sharing [her Netflix account] with other people.
So instead of [changing the password for everyone] ... it’s
easier to just kick one person out.” In this case, changing the
password for multiple users who were sharing a Netflix ac-
count would have proved even more challenging. This coping
mechanism is, however, linked to the burden of remembering
secondary users. For this strategy to be carried out effectively,
primary users have to remember that a particular secondary
user still has access to the account.

Remembering which passwords are reused on which ac-
counts. Participants found it challenging to remember the
accounts across which they had reused passwords. P13-P, for
instance, used the same password on her game, bank, Netflix,
and university student accounts. She had shared her game ac-
count with her boyfriend but changed the password when she
had a disagreement with him. However, she had forgotten that
she used the same password on the other accounts. P13-P only
realized this during the interview and noted that she would
change the passwords for the other accounts as well.

Some participants coped with the challenge of remembering
many passwords by reusing them across shared and non-shared
accounts. P16’s example illustrates this behaviour: “[I know
reusing passwords] is wrong, but I do [reuse passwords] be-
cause it’s easier to remember ... I know you should have
different passwords for different accounts, but I’m just too
lazy ... because I might forget them.” P22 explains further:

“I tend to use the same password for a lot of websites, and
just because I told my password to someone for one website
means the person basically knows a lot of passwords for many
websites.” Previous research [27, 55] also shows that people
reuse passwords to avoid remembering multiple passwords.

To lighten the cognitive burden of remembering many pass-
words, participants sometimes also derived similar passwords.
Passwords used on shared accounts were similar or the same
to those used on non-shared accounts. P23, who used similar
passwords on shared accounts, explained how she modified
her password across accounts: “I have just one password but
then ... I tweak the password a little differently for all of the ac-
counts. Maybe I add an exclamation mark to one, [then] add
a number ... .” Similar passwords are, however, easy to guess.
Zhang et al. [57] discovered that if an attacker has access to
a password, they can correctly guess the future passwords in
41% of accounts in an offline attack under 3 seconds, and 17%
of accounts in an online attack.
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Psychosocial Burden
The uncertainty of whether the sharing was successfully
stopped. Participants were not always sure that changing
password was enough to end sharing. Modern devices are kept
logged into online services for extended periods of time with-
out re-authentication (thanks to access tokens in OAuth [36]
and similar authentication technologies). While this feature
is very convenient in single-user scenarios, it leaves primary
users uncertain whether and when changing password “kicks
out” secondary users. It was particularly problematic when
primary users were unwilling to ask the secondary users to
stop using the account. For instance, P20-P no longer talked
to her ex-boyfriend after their romantic breakup. During the
relationship, she shared her private blog hosted on Tumblr [52]
with him. When asked if she was still sharing the account,
P20-P remarked: “... I don’t know ... I changed my password,
and I hoped that it would log him out ... I think the [Tumblr]
app is still [on his phone], but I hope he’s logged out.”

The annoyance of being unable to migrate content to a
new account. Transferring previously shared content to a new
account sometimes proved difficult. P15-S, who had shared
his father’s Apple ID account, explained the challenges he ex-
perienced when sharing ended: “[On migrating the free apps]
I would have preferred to be able to transfer [the free apps] au-
tomatically [to the new account] because ... that way I [don’t]
have to manually re-download all the free apps [from] the app
store ... It would be nice to save time.” Similarly, participants
discussed lost Netflix profiles and the corresponding movie
lists recommendations when sharing ended. P4-P commented:

“I used to share my [Netflix] account with other group of people
... Having that account established and then switching over to
another [Netflix] account [to be shared with a new group of
people], [it] was difficult to manage all the [profile] list that
I create[d]. [I had to] re-establish my entire profile all over
again. It’s time-consuming and something that you should not
[have] to worry about ... .”

The inability to delete a joint account and its content. It
was a challenge to be unable to control what happened to
the shared account and its content when sharing ended. It
was especially hard to control the previously shared content
in NDS accounts. For instance, P22-J and her boyfriend at
the time created a Gmail account using the combination of
both their names as the email ID. They created the account so
they could upload their shared pictures on Google drive. Both,
therefore, had joint ownership of the account. However, her ex-
boyfriend used his email account as a recovery email address,
so the account designated him as the account owner. The end
of their relationship also coincided with the end of sharing this
account. P22-J, who stopped logging into the account after
the breakup, remarked: “... It would be nice if he didn’t have
[the] pictures [on the shared Google drive anymore] because
we’re done.” Explaining her current difficulty, she stated: “...
I want to actually get rid of the account, but I can’t because
it’s sort of his account [and] Google doesn’t know that it’s
two people using it. So ... I can’t delete [the account].” Here,
while P22-J wanted to stop sharing the account (and to delete
its content) altogether, she had no means of achieving this.

The frustration of losing personal content. Some partici-
pants reported losing their personal content. P11-P shared her
gaming account with her online friends so they could help her
play the game. One of the secondary users, however, traded
her game characters without her permission. After ending the
sharing by changing the account password, she contacted the
game administrators to help her reacquire her traded content:

“[The game administrators asked] ... if someone hack[ed] into
the account. I said, no, [my game characters were traded
away by my friend] because I gave my friend the account
[login details]. [The game administrators] said [that there
was] nothing [they] could do because [I] voluntarily trade[ed]
[my game characters and I] cannot prove that [someone else
traded them] without my permission.” For P11-P, there was
no means to prove that, while she granted permission to her
friends to play the game, P11-P gave no permission to trade
her game characters.

Personal content can be also lost when the end of an interper-
sonal relationship triggered the end of account sharing. For
example, P2-P stopped sharing his Netflix account with his
ex-girlfriend without notifying her, as he did not feel comfort-
able bringing this up with her. As a result, his ex lost all of
her personalized content (such as her profile) on the Netflix
account without notice.

The risk of an account being hijacked by a secondary user.
Account hijacking by the ex-partner is a possible risk when
a romantic relationship ends. P8-P shared login details for
her online dating account (on OkCupid [38]) with her then
boyfriend. After they broke up and before she changed her
password, her ex hijacked the account and impersonated her:

“[My ex] ended up impersonating me online ... He took control
of my account, and he changed the password [and was asking
people on my account] to meet up [while pretending to be
me] ... I wasn’t able to log in [to my OkCupid account], but
based on the messages I was getting in my emails, I was able
to piece together what was happening.” Issues like hijacking,
impersonation, and abuse are covered more extensively in
abuse-focused literature [15, 34].

The burden of avoiding awkward conversations. Avoiding
awkward conversations was a major reason why participants’
attempts at ending account sharing failed. This is because
participants were trying to avoid situations where the end of
account sharing would signal the end of their relationship.
For example, P11-P had an NDS online shopping account
with French multinational chain of personal care and beauty
stores (Sephora [48]). As a top-level customer, P11-P received
more shopping privileges than regular customers, such as free
delivery and store promotions. P11-P was sharing this account
with her friend. One reason P11-P wanted to stop sharing the
account was that her friend occasionally used up P11-P’s store
points. P11-P explained why she ended up continuing to share
the account: “... if I change the password, she’ll know I don’t
want to share [the account] with her. But I don’t know how to
tell her! ... She’s my friend; I [can’t] tell her, ‘Stop using [the
account], because you annoy me.’ It’s not a polite thing to do.”
P11-P also shared her Apple ID account on her family’s shared
iPad Mini. When the device was first set up, P11-P found it
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easier to just use her existing personal Apple ID account than
to create a family account. However, she realized later that she
had lost part of her privacy, because she was using the same
Apple ID on her personal phone, and the users of iPad Mini
could see her browsing and search history. Although P11-P
wanted to stop sharing the account and regain her privacy, she
felt uncomfortable explaining to her family why she wanted to
change the account on the device, so she kept using the device
as is.

Participants sometimes preferred to stop using an account,
rather than having awkward conversations with the secondary
users. P23-P, for example, shared her Facebook login details
with her friend, but she wanted to stop sharing the account
to regain her privacy. However, P23-P felt that deleting the
account was a safer option: “Imagine you were my best friend
and then I told you, ‘Hey, I want to change the password
[because I no longer want to share the account with you],
but I don’t want to let you know.’ I think that’s a bit of an
awkward situation and [I] don’t want to go through that, [so]
I asked Facebook to delete my account ... [my friend and I
are] still best friends till today.” If P23-P had changed her
Facebook password, she would have to explain to her friend the
reason behind the password change. P23-P told her friend she
deleted her Facebook account because she no longer wanted
to continue using Facebook at the time. For P23-P, this was an
easier option than to explain that she wanted to stop sharing the
account. P2-P did not want to have an awkward conversation
with his ex-girlfriend about the Netflix account that he shared
with her: “You know what? I was a coward. I didn’t even tell
her [I was going to stop sharing the account]. I just went and
changed the account plan, and she probably figured out what
was happening ... .”

The stress of ending the sharing of utility accounts when
the primary user moves out. Ending the sharing of a utility
account was difficult. P6-P, for example, moved out of a
household but he was having challenges with ending account
sharing, as the Bell internet account “recognized” him as
the sole user: “[My former housemates and I] wanted to
transfer the [Bell] account to [one of] my roommate’s name
[but] we had a lot of trouble [doing that]. It was ridiculous.”
Explaining the process, P6-P remarked: “[To stop sharing the
account, my roommate, and I] had to both be on the phone
line at the same time ... or we had to go into [Bell] store at
the same time, and it’s hard because people’s schedules are so
different. I ended up closing the account, which is more trouble
because now we have to mail back the modem to Bell, and
[my former roommate] has to open up her own account [for
the household].” In this situation, the utility company treated
the account as a single-user account and hence required a new
account to be set up for another household member. Similarly
to Moncur et al. [35] we report the difficulty of transferring
utility accounts at the end of relationships. The novelty of
our work is in exploring these challenges beyond romantic
partnerships.

DISCUSSION

Limitations
Our sample could have been more balanced and diverse. It
had more women (64%) participants. We were also unable to
get data from older population groups, though we did collect
data from multiple age groups. In addition, although we in-
vestigated various types of interpersonal relationships, among
romantic relationships, we only investigated monogamous
relationships.

While all participants stopped sharing at least one online ac-
count in the 12 months preceding the study, some of the ex-
periences that participants reported occurred more than a year
before the interviews. This may have affected how well partic-
ipants recalled their experience. Also, only two participants
were attempting to end sharing when the interviews were con-
ducted. In addition, as with any interviews, the data was
self-reported and may have been affected by a number of
systematic biases such as halo effect, social desirability, and
acquiescence response bias [10].

Nonetheless, we believe that the results from our study can
serve as a basis for further research and technology develop-
ment in supporting the life cycle of account sharing.

General Discussion
The key contribution of this paper is the discovery and cate-
gorization of negative impacts of ending the sharing of DS
and NDS accounts on users. This contribution may inform
the design and evaluation of technology support for various
ending scenarios. The prevalence of ending account sharing is
yet to be investigated. Most recent estimates, however, suggest
that sharing of online accounts in the US alone is widespread:
22% of Spotify users, 45% of Netflix users, and 64% of HBO
NOW users share their passwords [5]. We assume that most of
this sharing eventually ends. We extend previous studies done
on shared online accounts [25, 33, 40], and we contribute to
the research on the management of digital possessions after a
romantic breakup [22, 35]. While previous research mainly
investigates why and how people share accounts [33, 40], we
explore challenges involved in ending sharing for both single
and multi-user accounts.

Below we highlight two overarching themes synthesized from
our results, which characterize user challenges in account
sharing and ending.

Access to a shared account could lead to accessing non-
shared accounts. In our study, we asked participants about
their behaviors regarding their password usage. We do not re-
port all our findings on password behaviors, as they are similar
to the previous findings [21, 26, 27, 55]. Our results suggest
that people reuse passwords (or use similar passwords) across
shared and non-shared accounts. Sometimes, participants
seem to forget that their shared accounts have the same or sim-
ilar passwords with other accounts, as it was with P13-P, who
realized that the password for her online bank account was the
same as the one for a game account shared with her boyfriend.
Besides, some participants reported changing their passwords
only when requested by the system, or, occasionally, when
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they ended account sharing. Access to a shared account, there-
fore, could facilitate unauthorized access to other accounts.
Also, with infrequent password changes, unauthorized users
can have access to certain accounts for long periods, which
is a security and privacy concern. These concerns emphasize
the need for better support of secure account sharing (without
sharing passwords) and its ending.

The end of account sharing does not always coincide with
the end of the relationship. This is in contrast to previous
work, which suggests that the end of a relationship implies the
end of sharing and vice versa [17, 40, 50]. While we saw this
link in those cases when sharing ended because of the end of
dependence or loss of trust (also see Marques et al. [31] on
trust and sharing), this link did not always exist in our data.
In fact, one challenge that primary users faced was finding
ways of ending account sharing while still maintaining their
relationship with the secondary user(s). One particular burden
was having or avoiding awkward conversations about ending
access to the account.

Implications for Design
In the next two subsections, we suggest how system design
can address some of the challenges in ending account shar-
ing. We acknowledge that there may be non-technical means,
e.g., helping people to develop ethical and moral values, or
to improve their communication skills. At the same time,
technology researchers and developers can explore options
for improving support for reasonable use cases and help users
avoid unreasonable sharing, while following the path of least
resistance.

We believe (but did not verify) that implementing our sug-
gestions may benefit some users and service providers. All
the design suggestions could result in improved protection
of accounts’ privacy and security, as well as better customer
satisfaction. Most of these design improvements could lead to
greater sense of control among some primary users, and, as a
result, reduce some users’ anxiety about their accounts.

Service providers may also benefit, directly and indirectly,
from addressing the identified challenges. We expect that
improved user experience could result in improved customer
satisfaction and fewer customers switching to competing ser-
vices [45, 51, 54]. More generally, the lower the cognitive and
psychosocial cost of securely using an account is, the more
compliance budget [4] is left for users to comply with other
requirements and rules of the service provider. In addition,
service providers might see reduced customer support costs,
as the proposed measures may improve account security and
reduce abuse and conflict among account sharing users. It
should be noted that a thorough analysis of the usability, de-
ployability, and effectiveness of these design suggestions is
a subject for future research. Further, we did not consider
all user contexts, including abuse contexts, and need further
evaluation to determine if and how the design suggestions pre-
sented here might work for users coping with abuse or other
circumstances not explored in this study.

Designing for Ending DS Account Sharing
Support transfer of user profiles from an existing to a new
account. This would reduce the effort needed to transfer
profiles and recommendations to new accounts when sharing
ends. For instance, when a secondary user of a Netflix-like
service is ending account sharing and wants to create their
own account with the same provider, the provider could offer
the option of transferring the profile to the new account. The
transfer can be done by “linking” the old profile to the new
account or by exporting the profile data to the user, who can
import it into the new account later. This would help users
keep their personal preferences, history, movie lists, etc. This
is related to the suggestion by Park et al. [40] for romantic
relationship maintenance. We go further by offering a more
concrete design recommendation. We also note that such
support may not only benefit relationship maintenance but
could also aid the ending of account sharing. Such a feature
could reduce the burden of “branching off” a shared account,
which might increase the likelihood a user would continue
with the same service provider, rather than switching to a
competitor.

Help primary users to remember which accounts they
share and with whom, and help them to end sharing if
needed. Service providers could support users in these tasks
by displaying all the devices that have accessed the account
recently or since the last password change, and allowing the
user to end account access for some devices. The account
could also be designed to allow the primary user to label de-
vices, so that the user can easily identify the devices accessing
the account. This design could benefit both the user and the
provider by improving the transparency of the access to the
account, which might increase the likelihood of the user de-
tecting an account compromise early. In turn, early detection
of account compromise might reduce, or even eliminate, the
cost of investigation by the provider’s technical staff. Some
account providers (such as Microsoft, Google, Facebook, and
more) already offer some of the features listed, but not all
providers do and we note that they would be helpful in many
account ending situations.

Allow users to label devices as primary or secondary. This
design might grant additional privileges to users when they
access the account from a primary device. For example, to
help primary users to be aware of which devices are currently
logged into their accounts, the system might also occasion-
ally prompt users (when logged in from a primary device) to
log secondary devices out. This account design may benefit
users like P20-P, whose boyfriend at the time used her login
credentials to log in to the Tumblr app on his phone, but she
was not sure whether he could still access her account after the
breakup. This design may save primary users from the anxi-
ety of being unsure about access to the account by secondary
users. Also, the design may help some users to have a sense
of control over which secondary users and secondary devices
are logged in to their account.

Allow users to limit the duration of a sign in. Users could
also be allowed to set a duration for how long they want to
remain logged in. If users do not select this option, then they
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are automatically logged out of that device after a set time.
While a “Keep me logged in” option is available on some
accounts, we suggest that developers make it available on all
online accounts with the option to specify how long the user
remains logged in. For instance, P22-S had been sharing a
Netflix account for about 18 months, without the knowledge
of the primary user. With this option, P22-S would have
been logged out of the account after the set time has expired,
protecting the privacy of the primary user.

Ensure that the primary user always stays in control of
the account. Sometimes the primary users face a “racing
problem” when ending password-based sharing. When ac-
count sharing ends, whoever resets the account password first
wins the race by taking control of the account (e.g., the ex-
boyfriend of P8-P hijacked her dating site account by resetting
its password). This racing problem is also seen in accounts
of some banks. For example, to open a joint account at TD
Canada Trust, both co-owners need to be present, but either
co-owner can close the account (and appropriate the account
funds) [2]. We suggest that service providers could make sure
that the primary user keeps control of the account indepen-
dently of the actions by the secondary user(s).

Provide an option of equal account sharing. Our results
and studies by others [25] suggest that romantic couples create
cloud storage and email accounts that they intend to share
equally and use them for digital assets and communications
specific to that relationship. The technology could consider
providing an option of “equal” sharing, in which a single
primary user cannot just “walk away” with the account. This
design reassures users that they will not lose the control of
shared digital content when account sharing ends.

Designing for Ending NDS Account Sharing
There are cases of reasonable and unreasonable sharing of
NDS accounts. Although NDS accounts are not designed to
be shared, participants still shared some of these accounts be-
cause they needed to carry out essential tasks that they could
only accomplish through account sharing. Since such sharing
of NDS accounts does not reduce the revenue of the service
providers, we classify it as reasonable. More precisely, we
define as reasonable such cases of sharing NDS accounts that
(1) violate the accounts’ Terms of Service (ToS) but (2) do not
reduce the revenue of the service provider (see Table 2). We
believe that it would be beneficial (for both the users and the
service providers) if it were easier for users to do reasonable
sharing of these accounts. We discuss later in this subsection
how support for reasonable sharing of NDS accounts and its
ending can be improved. We also define unreasonable sharing
of NDS accounts if it (1) violates ToS and, compared to the
case when each user has their own account with the provider,
(2) reduces its revenue, e.g., multiple users sharing a single-
user Netflix account. This dichotomy of sharing cases is used
solely for the purpose of guiding the reader through the discus-
sion of our recommendations, and with the understanding that
service providers have many factors to consider when decid-
ing whether and how to support sharing, and our investigation
does not explore them all.

ToS Violated Revenue Reduced
Sharing of DS No Not applicable
Reasonable Sharing of NDS Yes No
Unreasonable Sharing of NDS Yes Yes

Table 2. The differences between reasonable and unreasonable cases of
account sharing. “ToS” is terms of service.

We suggest that service providers reduce sharing in unrea-
sonable instances by making sure that the path of least resis-
tance [56] for using their products is via non-shared accounts.
This suggestion may be difficult to implement, as people cir-
cumvent the current barriers put in place to make sharing under
unreasonable instances hard. For example, some participants
reported sharing Spotify’s single-user account. They used Spo-
tify offline, in airplane mode, when they wanted to listen to
songs. This trick prevented Spotify servers from detecting and
logging out such concurrent listeners. Participants did so to
avoid paying the subscription fee for separate accounts. Apart
from lost revenue [7] for the service provider, users’ privacy
and security are more at risk when NDS accounts are shared.
Exploring design trade-offs for reducing unreasonable sharing
of NDS accounts appears to be an intriguing open research
problem.

Supporting Reasonable Sharing of NDS Accounts.
Some NDS accounts could support safer and easier sharing.
As we report in Cognitive Burden subsection of Results, P2-P
shared his LinkedIn account with his friends and freelancers
because he needed help in improving his profile. The avail-
ability of many online services that assist users in creating
and updating their LinkedIn profiles [28, 30, 42] suggests that
many people have similar needs [44]. The participant had to
change and remember his new LinkedIn password each time
the profile edit was completed and sharing ended. Frequent
password changes increase users’ cognitive load and nudge
them into the unsafe behavior of sharing their passwords with
others. It also likely uses up their security compliance bud-
get [4], which can lead to choosing easy-to-guess passwords
or even reusing passwords across their accounts (as our partic-
ipants reported). Findings from our and other studies [31, 33]
suggest that users share their social media accounts for conve-
nience and to signal trust (see Results section and Table 1). For
example, a friend of P18-S shared his Facebook and Instagram
accounts because he wanted P18-S to check his social media
messages, to help him keep in touch with his contacts during
exams and other hectic periods of his life. In this scenario, it
was convenient for the user to share his account, but doing so
by sharing his password was unnecessary.

Support password-less sharing of account personal con-
tent. Rather than pushing users toward violating terms of use
(which make users to agree to “(1) try to choose a strong and
secure password; (2) keep your password secure and confi-
dential” [29]), LinkedIn, Facebook, and similar services could
create easier means for users to provide others with access to
(parts of) their profile/content without sharing the passwords
for their individual accounts. For instance, LinkedIn could
design users’ personal accounts to have sharing functionality,
similar to Google Docs, Overleaf [39], or Facebook Business
Pages [12]. Users would be able to share their personal content
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(in this case users’ social networking profile or personal posts
and direct messages) by granting others edit or review rights.
Since our and others’ findings [13] indicate that passwords are
commonly reused across online accounts, eliminating cases
where users have to share their passwords may benefit both
users and service providers by improving security of the ac-
counts.

Support granting of fine-grained permissions to other
users. We recommend that users be able to give fine-grained
permissions rather than an all-or-nothing access to their per-
sonal content. Social networking sites could design personal
accounts to enable users to give other users the right to view
and/or modify certain parts of their personal content. This
could include being able to view messages, reply to messages,
and make posts on the shared accounts. To end the sharing of
the accounts, the primary user would remove the permissions
of the secondary user(s) in the account settings.

These designs may be beneficial to both users and service
providers. This is because for some users, the cost of changing
passwords is higher than the cost of giving secondary users
the right to edit a profile. With such designs in place, users
would not even have to share their passwords to begin with.
Therefore, ending account sharing could be simplified without
primary users changing their passwords for the shared account
or remembering to avoid using passwords similar to the ones
on their other accounts. This design could also reduce users’
cognitive load (and indirectly the use of their compliance bud-
get) due to remembering new passwords. The feasibility of
this suggestion has been demonstrated by Twitter, which has
recently enabled multiple users to share a personal account
without sharing its password [53]. Further, shared passwords
give full access to the user’s account, which violates the prin-
ciple of least privilege [47]. This design may also benefit the
company by reducing customer support costs arising from
secondary users hijacking accounts.

Design household utility accounts with multiple users in
mind. There are many challenges involved in using a single
utility account. There is an entanglement of service accounts
(i.e., accounts used for providing services) and user accounts
that hold billing transaction history, preferences, and infor-
mation specific to the user. This entanglement needs to be
removed to support the ending of sharing utility accounts. We
suggest that each household could have a set utility account,
e.g., “Apt 131 Electricity,” and the system would be designed
to support Relationship-Based Access Control (RelBAC) [3].
For example, when people move into apartment 131, their in-
dividual accounts are added to the “Apt 131 Electricity” utility
account, and at least one person is designated as a primary
user. With RelBAC, the primary user can assign other users to
specific roles. To end sharing when a user moves out of the
apartment, a primary user would remove that user from the
shared account. Such a design would benefit users by making
it easier to transfer the responsibilities for the account. Also,
apart from reducing the support cost for the company, the cost
of closing one shared account and opening another one may
be less for both users and the utility providers. There may also
be higher customer satisfaction.

Support household accounts on shared devices. We sug-
gest encouraging users to set up multi-user “household” ac-
counts on shared devices, rather than sharing single-user ac-
counts, by explicitly designing support for such accounts. For
example, while Apple provides a “Family Sharing” capability
to support the sharing of purchased content across individual
accounts [1], it requires each device still to be activated with
one individual’s Apple ID. As our data suggests, privacy is-
sues arise when single-user accounts are used on the devices
shared in households, and, with time, the psychosocial burden
of ending the sharing of such accounts only increases. Device
manufacturers and service providers could consider making
household accounts first-class citizens. One option could be
to include a step during the device setup process to indicate
whether the device is designated to be shared. If so, then the
device could be specifically configured for sharing, so that
each user would use their own account/profile on the device.
A benefit for the users could be the protection of their privacy
and security, which is particularly important given the poten-
tial threat from social insiders [31, 32]. Even though service
providers may prefer that each user possess their own device,
our and others’ findings suggest that sharing of devices is
common [33]. The potential improvement in user experience
and reduction of psychosocial burden could benefit users and,
indirectly, the service providers.

CONCLUSION
We report various security and privacy challenges involved
in the ending of account sharing. Our findings suggest the
need for developers to consider the various challenges and the
different contexts when designing online shared accounts.
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